
AI-powered, data-driven, marketing
& service solution provider

We are expanding our team with a

Full Stack Developer/IT-Developer
FULL TIME/PART TIME/FREELANCE

We're 506, we're faster - better - data-driven. Our mission: to increase our clients' success
through automated, yet personalized marketing solutions based on proprietary data. Shape the
future of international projects with us and bring your know-how and passion to our new, digital
and dynamic company based in Linz. Are you in? Are you a developer who wants to challenge
yourself with a unique marketing AI project? Can you independently execute scalable software
solutions from project planning to final project acceptance? As a full stack developer,  you are
familiar with frontend and backend programming languages, development frameworks and
third-party libraries?

WHAT WE OFFER

We offer you the opportunity to proactively participate in the development of our innovative startup: You
will develop a unique AI-supported SaaS solution for scalable market success based on our business model
- independently in your area of expertise and you are also welcome to contribute strategically. We offer you
maximum independence for your professional self-realization with simultaneous security of a
structural-organizational framework: creative hotspot working space in the Linz “Tabakfabrik” or home
office - flexible to use as well as flexible arrangement of your working hours.

YOUR TASKS

● You design and develop scalable software solutions.
● You write clean, functional codes on front-end and back-end.
● You check and fix bugs or other coding problems.
● You design the software architecture.
● You develop the frontend of applications through visual design.
● You take on operational tasks in design (including wireframes, mockups, etc.), further develop

user interface patterns, create prototypes, etc.
● You develop interaction concepts and user guidance concepts, design and architecture changes

based on prototypes, sceens and flows.
● You develop UX/UI designs and data visualizations.
● You develop and manage well-functioning databases and applications.
● You write effective APIs.
● You test software to ensure responsiveness and efficiency.
● You handle troubleshooting, debugging, and upgrading software.
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● You create security and privacy settings.
● You construct features and applications with mobile responsive design.
● You write technical documentation.
● You improve software in collaboration with our data scientists and analysts.

WHAT YOU BRING IN

● You have a degree in computer science, statistics, or a similar field, or alternatively have
comparable, proven work experience as a full stack developer or in a similar field.

● You bring experience in desktop and mobile application development.
● You are familiar with common stacks.
● You have knowledge of multiple front-end languages and libraries (e.g. HTML/ CSS, JavaScript,

XML, jQuery).
● You are proficient in multiple backend languages (e.g. Java, Python) and JavaScript frameworks

(e.g. Angular, React, Node.js).
● Databases (e.g. MySQL, MongoDB), web servers (e.g. Apache), and UI/UX design are not new

territory for you.
● You pay attention to detail and have an analytical mindset.
● You enjoy working in a team.
● You demonstrate proactive working with a willingness to learn, test new ways of working and

introduce new tools.
● You are proficient at presenting complex analysis in a way that stakeholders without a technical

background can understand, such as with data visualization.
● You have the ability to work across multiple industries and think your way through the different

stages of the customer journey.
● You speak English fluently, German is advantageous..
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